Three different types of MPLs are compared: A reference MPL material, an MPL with wavy structure, and an MPL with randomly distributed holes. We found a strong impact of the modified MPL structure on the water distribution at operating temperatures of 40 and 55 °C and an increase of cell performance up to 14% compared to the reference cell.
Introduction
Fuel cell technology is one of the most promising solutions for future mobile and stationary energy supplies. Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) have benefits related to reliability, efficiency and flexibility, which is why they are considered one of the most appropriate candidates for the mobile sector [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The water distribution during operation is one of the most important issues in the development of PEMFC. Through the reaction of hydrogen and oxygen, water is formed, that can be used to humidify the membrane, but that can also hinder the gas supply of the catalyst layer. As a result, studying the water transport in PEMFCs is crucial to optimize water management and to maintain a stabilized water distribution and cell performance [7] .
General improvement of water distribution and transport in PEMFCs is a challenging aim due to the high number of parameters affecting the operation conditions. In the recent years, related investigations have been sharply increasing and the used investigation methods as well as the cell designs were optimized for this purpose. These works strongly supported a proper understanding of the water distribution and transport phenomena.
The important issue of water management is related to the generation, distribution and transport of liquid water since cell efficiency, performance and long-term stability crucially rely on the hydration level of the membrane and the free flow of supply gases.
It has been observed that the variability of operating conditions such as temperature, pressure, relative humidity (RH) and reactant gas stoichiometries can significantly affect fuel cell performance. Optimizing operating conditions via modeling approaches as well as experiments with varying operating temperature, relative humidities and gas stoichiometries have been conducted in order to effectively optimize electrode kinetics, membrane hydration, liquid and gas transfer processes and catalyst layer durability [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Several imaging techniques were employed in PEMFC research to extend the understanding of physical phenomena related to fuel cell performance [18, 19] . Imaging techniques have various objectives in the field of energy related materials such as characterization of the dynamic behavior under varied operating conditions as well as revealing structural properties of these materials [20, 21] . Among the techniques used for water management studies of PEMFCs are X-ray and synchrotron X-ray imaging [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , magnet resonance tomography [32] [33] [34] and neutron imaging [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . These techniques allow for visualizing water distributions under varying operating conditions and to quantify the water content.
The modified microporous layer (MPL) plays a major role for the water distribution in the gas diffusion layers and at the membrane. In this work one reference and two modified MPLs are assembled in a cell and studied in operando with synchrotron X-ray tomography in order to investigate the effect of MPL modification on the water distribution.
In the past decades a variety of different fuel cell types were improved and developed, which are categorized depending on the operating temperature and electrolysis material. The polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), also known as proton exchange membrane fuel cell, is considered among the most prevalent type of fuel cells. Figure 1 shows a scheme of the PEMFC setup with all parts such as:
catalyst layer, flow field and gas diffusion layer GDL. Table. 1 shows the obtained voltages in mV of the reference, first and second modified cells at a current density of 1 A/cm². Accordingly, the first modified cell containing the wavy MPL material shows a slightly higher performance than the cell with reference MPL material at both temperatures. The cells were tomographed before operation to create a reference state without water. This tomography is later subtracted from the state after operation containing product water in order to extract the water distribution. During cell operation membrane swelling occurs and displace the surrounding GDL material, which results in a slightly different shape of the GDL. Therefore, a mathematical algorithm conducting a 3D morphology correction based on the linear Pearson correlation coefficient is used. Figure 3 . shows exemplary about how this subtraction procedure works. Through this example it is clear that the water segmentation depends on the difference between the operation and dry states (A-B), and reflects the distribution of water and therefore, the amount of water in the cell (D).This can be followed through the red arrows in the Figure 3 . The water saturation can be calculated through the division of the water volume fraction by the pore volume fraction in selected regions of the cell. It can be observed in Figure 4 that at the first position close to the channel (Figure 4A , D, G and J) more water is distributed in the rib region than in the channel region. This applies to the anode and cathode side (for example yellow arrows). The amount is less for the high temperature. Finally, at the position close to the catalyst, the anode side appears almost dry at both operating temperatures ( Figure 4 G and F) while the cathode side exhibits accumulations at both operating temperatures. Figure 5 (A-F) shows profiles of the water saturation in the reference and modified materials in the channel and rib regions, separately on the anode and cathode sides at the two operation temperatures, 40
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and 55 °C. Figure 5 (A-B) shows the water saturation of the reference cell at the channels and ribs of the anode and cathode sides separately. The water saturation of the anode GDL at the channels at 40 °C is slightly more than at 55°C (about 5%), while the water saturation of the anode GDL beneath the ribs is approximately the same. The water saturation at the cathode channels is similar for the channel and rib regions at both operating temperatures, while the water saturation of the cathode beneath the ribs at 40 °C is slightly higher (about 4%) than at 55 °C.
In case of the wavy MPL material water saturation at the anode side in the channel region at 40 °C is about 8% higher than at 55 °C (see Figure 5C ), while it is approximately the same for both temperatures beneath the anode ribs (see Figure 5D ). Water saturation at the cathode beneath the channels is slightly higher at 40°C than at 55 °C see Figure 5C , while the saturation in the material at the cathode ribs is approximately the same at both operating temperatures see, Figure 5D . The overall water production rate (defined by the current density) was the same for all cell materials used and for both operating temperatures. However strong differences were found in the amount of agglomerated water and its distribution.
First of all, a strong influence of the temperature on the water distribution was found. This not only applies to the entire cell temperature, which was set to 40 and 55 °C. Local temperature gradients affect the water distribution as well. The most important effect is caused by the flow field ribs (see Fig. 4 ).
Smaller scale temperature gradients on each rib/channel interface result in water agglomerations in the GDL at the rib structure. Therefore, the temperature in the GDL decreases from the catalyst layer to the rib structure. This is in line with recent literature that showed an influence of the rib structure on the water distribution in the GDL [49] .
Next we want do analyze the correlation between performance increase and water distribution. In general:
The material with the wavy MPL shows the best performance with up to 14% higher cell voltage compared to the reference material (see. Table 1) .
Wavy MPL at 40 °C:
The water amount at the cathode is about the same as in the reference material, but much more homogenously distributed (see Figure 5 D ). In Figure 6C and D, a rather flat water saturation curve on the cathode side beginning from the membrane nearly up to the channel/rib structure is found. Furthermore, close to the membrane much more water is found (about 30% beneath the ribs and about 8% beneath the channels) (see red arrows in Figure 5 C and D) compared to the reference material. This effect is even stronger at the anode side, where more than twice as much water is found close to the membrane.
The wavy shape with a varying MPL thickness seems to increase water condensation and accumulation close to the membrane, which might contribute to a better membrane humidification. Possibly, water diffusion through the thinner areas of the Wavy MPL is higher compared to a standard MPL with an approximately constant thickness. These thin areas cause the water to move closer to the membrane at certain spots and could be the reason a better water supply of the membrane. Furthermore, water transport from the membrane to the channel may be better due to the formation of water transport channels that leave large parts of the material with less water. This yields a better gas supply for the catalyst. This assumption is also supported by recent findings of Markötter et al. [50, 51] .
Both effects, the higher membrane humidification and the better water transport through the GDL, could at least partially explain the measured increase in performance by about 14% (see table 1 ).
On the anode side about 20% more water is found at 40 °C than in the reference material, which could be caused by a higher back diffusion, what corresponds which the assumption of a generally higher humidification level of the membrane.
Wavy MPL at 55 °C:
At 55°C, the wavy MPL material is again the best performer with an about 8% higher voltage than for the reference material. The water amount for the cathode shows the similar behavior as at 40 °C: A much more homogenous water distribution compared to the reference MPL. Slightly less (about 2%) liquid water was found than at 40 °C, except at the anode beneath the channels. Where we found significantly more water (about 25%) compared to the results at 40 °C operating temperature. Most highly the performance increase at 55 °C has similar reasons as at 40 °C.
Hole MPL at 40 °C:
The behavior of the hole MPL material is very different to that of the wavy MPL. The water distribution at the cathode side is about the same for the channel and rib regions with a significant lower saturation value close to the membrane (about 30%) than in the central area of the GDL (see Figure 5 E and F). This is somehow similar to what is found for the reference MPL.
On the anode side, the water distribution for the channel and rib regions are similar. However, the water amount close to the membrane is much higher compared to the reference cell (about 70% beneath the ribs and about 150% beneath the channels) (see black arrow Figure 5 E and F), although still significantly lower than for the wavy MPL.
The holes in the MPL may work in a similar way as the inhomogeneous wavy MPL. They serve as agglomeration spots for liquid water and keep the membrane better humidified and support the overall water transport from the membrane to the channels during cell operation. This is an agreement with recent studies on perforation holes by Alrwashdeh et al. and others [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] , where water agglomerations in the MPL holes were found, or to findings by Markötter et al, where cracks have been found to yield as seeding spots for 3D transport paths [51, 58] .
Compared to the wavy MPL, the overall water amount on the cathode side is a little higher (5%) while it is much less at the anode side. Water back diffusion seems to be less strong in the hole MPL. However, performance is about the same as for the wavy MPL (table 1) .
Hole MPL at 55 °C:
Going from 40 °C to 55 °C, the large water amount in the central area on the cathode side largely disappears and is reduced to about half of its initial value. However, the water amount directly at the membrane is not affected and even slightly increased, while it decreases at the anode side. Again, we can suspect a better membrane humidification to be partially responsible for the performance increase that is only 3.6% in this case.
It may be concluded that the performance increase is mainly caused by water agglomeration close to the membrane while water in the central part of the GDL seems to have less influence.
Conclusions
We presented an investigation of the water distribution in PEM fuel cells containing GDL materials with modified MPLs. Two differently structured MPLs were employed: a wavy shaped MPL and an MPL with randomly distributed holes. We found an increase of the cell performance by up to 14% for the wavy shaped MPL and by up to 13% for the hole MPL. We conclude that a significant part of the performance increase can be attributed to the specific water distribution.
Synchrotron X-ray tomography has shown that compared to a non-modified reference material, water agglomerations directly at the proton-conductive membrane and the homogeneity of the water distribution within the GDL are strongly changed when using the modified MPL materials.
The correlation between water distribution and performance is very complex and affected by many factors. With this work we have given first insights into the complexity of the structure-property relationships between MPL structure, water distribution and overall cell performance. Future work will focus on a large variety of other structural and morphological modifications of MPL materials that may lead to even better fuel cell performance.
Experiments Section
Fuel cell operation was held at a current density of 1 A/cm² at stoichiometric ratios of 5 at both the cathode and anode side. Cell temperatures of 40 °C and 55 °C were used. The corresponding results are compared in this study.
The cells were investigated by synchrotron X-ray tomography of a region in the middle of the cell covering ~10% of the total active area. The setup is illustrated in Figure 6 . The measurements were performed at the imaging beamline "BAMline" at the electron storage ring Bessy II in Berlin, Germany. The used PCO400 CCD detector had 4008 x 2672 pixels. Together with the applied optic (Optique Peter) this resulted in pixel sizes of 2.2 μm x 2.2 μm and a corresponding field of view of 8.8 mm x 5.9 mm. During radiography, images were acquired with an exposure time of 2 s.
Tomographies were acquired with 3600 projection images over an angular range of 360° within a total acquisition time of about 2.5 h. A photon energy of 19 keV was selected using a W/Si double multilayer monochromator with an energy resolution of ΔE/E∼1.5 %. The chosen energy ensures sufficient beam transmission through the cell materials while still maintaining adequate contrast to water [59] .
Beam transmission was calculated via image processing with flat field images containing the plain beam without the cell and dark field images without beam [18] . First the cells were tomographed in the dry condition. Then, during operation, the cells were radiographed to capture the transport dynamics of the evolving liquid product water in the cell components. After these dynamic radiographic experiments, cell operation was stopped, tubes unplugged, connections sealed and the cell tomographed in order to capture the water distribution inside the fuel cell components. This combination of techniques allows for a detailed analysis of the transport dynamics during operation, which are captured in the radiographic projection data, with the three-dimensional structure of the cell materials as well as the threedimensionally resolved water distribution during operation at a given time.
